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Abstract— Current neuroscience has identified several 

constructs to increase the effectiveness of upper extremity 
rehabilitation. One is the use of progressive, skill acquisition-
oriented training. Another approach emphasizes the use of 
bilateral activities.  Building on these principles, this paper 
describes the design and feasibility testing of a robotic / virtual 
environment system designed to train the arm of persons who 
have had strokes. The system provides a variety of assistance 
modes, scalable workspaces and hand-robot interfaces allowing 
persons with strokes to train multiple joints in three dimensions. 
The simulations utilize assistance algorithms that adjust task 
difficulty both online and offline in relation to subject 
performance. Several distinctive haptic effects have been 
incorporated into the simulations. An adaptive master-slave 
relationship between the unimpaired and impaired arm 
encourages active movement of the subject’s hemiparetic arm 
during a bimanual task.  Adaptive anti-gravity support and 
damping stabilize the arm during virtual reaching and placement 
tasks. An adaptive virtual spring provides assistance to complete 
the movement if the subject is unable to complete the task in 
time. Finally, haptically rendered virtual objects help to shape 
the movement trajectory during a virtual placement task. A 
proof of concept study demonstrated this system to be safe, 
feasible and worthy of further study. 
Index Terms— Cerebrovascular Accident, Neuroplasticity, 
Robotics, Upper Extremity, Virtual Reality  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
significant proportion of the persons surviving 
cerebrovascular accidents (CVA) suffer from residual 

sensory and motor impairments that affect their upper 
extremity function and can severely limit the functional 
independence of a person after a CVA [1], [2]. Newer studies 
show that robotically-facilitated repetitive movement training 
might be an effective stimulus for normalizing upper 
extremity motor control in persons with moderate to severe 
impairments who have difficulty performing unassisted 
movements [3], [4]. Hogan and colleagues designed a suite of 
robots starting with the MIT-MANUS a 2 DOF robot that 
trained the shoulder and elbow in a horizontal plane [4]. 
Subsequent additions to their suite include a 1 DOF robot that 
can train shoulder movements in vertical or diagonal planes 
[5], and a third that trains the wrist in three DOF [6]. 
Participants interact with the end effector of these robots at the 
hand and their arms are supported by external structures as 
needed. Trajectories of the participant may be shaped utilizing 
a haptic channel that limits negative trajectories and 
movement that deviates from a predetermined positive 
trajectory [7]. The PARIS system was designed to work in 
larger three dimensional workspaces and to either train or 
study the effects of adjusting actual task parameters and 
distortion of tasks or feedback and their effect on motor 
learning and control [8]. The NeReBot and the MariBot are 
two wire based robot systems designed to provide passive 
range of motion treatments to the shoulder and arm of patients 
with minimal active movement [9].  

Exoskeleton Robots provide an alternative to end effector 
robots in their ability to control individual joint torques and 
velocities. The ARMin system facilitates a patient interacting 
in virtual environments utilizing a principle described as 
minimal intervention [10]. The robot provides assistance only 
when the subject moves outside predetermined trajectories or 
range of joint torques. The PneuWREX is a four DOF, 
pneumatically actuated exoskeleton with a grip sensor that 
allows subjects to train the hand and arm as a functional unit 
in a series of complex virtual environments [11]. The 
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RUPERT system [12] is a portable, wearable, exoskeleton 
robot that facilitates movement of the arm and shoulder and 
can facilitate interactions with real world objects.   

Van der Linde et al describes the Haptic Master, an 
admittance controlled haptic robot that senses forces applied 
by the subject and controls motion of the subjects arms in 
response to the applied forces[13]. It is well suited for virtual 
environment interface and neurorehabilitation [13], [14]. 
Several robotic rehabilitation systems have been designed 
using the Haptic Master. Harwin et al. designed the 
GENTLE/S a system in which participants perform upper 
extremity  movements using  the Haptic Master, in a series of 
virtual environments that follow a continuum of visual 
complexity [15]. The robot augments the participant’s 
movement with a haptic spring and damper system that 
maintains a trajectory and velocity determined by the 
participant’s therapist. The spring and damper system control 
is modeled using the “bead” concept [16]. The Am 
Coordination Training 3D Device utilizes the Haptic Master to 
study the kinematics of three dimensional reaching activities 
by persons with upper extremity hemiparesis in virtual space 
[17]. The ADLER system which utilizes the Haptic Master, to 
facilitate real world two and three dimensional reaching and 
pointing activities, can also be combined with a ring gimbal, 
produced by Moog, [14] to add an additional 3 passive 
degrees of freedom to facilitate performance and measure the 
kinematics of more complex real world activities of daily 
living [18]. In a pilot study, our group utilized the Haptic 
Master incorporating a gimbal to facilitate training the hand 
and arm as a functional unit in virtual environments [19].  

The systems described above utilize a variety of models and 
technology to facilitate and augment upper extremity 
movement for persons with hemiparesis. One common aspect 
to the majority of these systems is that trajectories, velocities, 
and assistance levels are predetermined and maintained 
throughout the movement. The approach described in this 
paper differs in that it utilizes the Haptic Master’s ability to 
measure forces, velocity and position in real time, allowing it 
to utilize on-line algorithms to adjust haptic effects such as 
assistance against gravity, assistance in the direction of the 
target, and damping. These adjustments can be applied during 
the movement to enable the subject to accomplish the motor 
task with minimal external support. In addition, the level of 
assistance can be varied from trial to trial depending on the 
subject’s performance throughout a session, maximizing the 
participant’s output while maintaining a reasonable success-
rate. Finally, the Haptic Master as a newer generation, 
admittance controlled robot combines the ability to render 
minimal friction with the capacity to create very rigid 
constraints that can be used to present haptic objects in virtual 
environments for the indirect shaping of arm movement 
trajectories.  

Another line of inquiry has suggested that symmetrical 
movements of the upper extremities may activate similar 
neural networks in both hemispheres and may facilitate 
inherent interlimb coordination resulting in improved 

functional therapeutic outcomes for persons with hemiplegia 
[20]. It is postulated that during symmetrical bilateral 
movements, both hemispheres are activated and abnormal 
interhemispheric cortical inhibition is balanced [21]. Several 
authors cite improvements in hemiparetic upper extremity 
motor performance as a result of bilateral upper extremity 
training [22], [23], [24]. 

This paper describes the design process and rehabilitation 
applications of three simulations for the Haptic Master. Using 
rich virtual environments, key features utilized in these 
simulations include, haptic effects, custom visual 
presentations, 3D scalable workspaces, direct motion analysis, 
and adaptive algorithms that modify task difficulty based on a 
user’s success rate.  One of these simulations facilitates 
bilateral, symmetrical movement of the two upper extremities 
and the other two are for unilateral training. 

II. METHODS 

A. Hardware and Software 
The simulations utilize the Haptic Master [14], a 3 degrees 

of freedom, admittance controlled (force controlled) robot. 
Three more degrees of freedom (yaw, pitch and roll) can be 
added to the arm by using a gimbal, with force feedback 
available only for pronation/supination (roll). A three-
dimensional force sensor measures the external force exerted 
by the user on the robot. In addition, the velocity and position 
of the robot’s endpoint are measured. These variables are 
measured at 1000 HZ and are used to generate reactive motion 
based on the properties of the virtual haptic environment in 
the vicinity of the current location of the robot’s endpoint. 
This allows the robotic arm to act as an interface between the 
participants and the virtual environments, enabling 
multiplanar movements against gravity in a 3D workspace. 
The Haptic Master Application Programming Interface (API) 
allows one to program the robot to produce haptic effects, 
such as spring, damper and constant force and to create haptic 
objects like blocks, cylinders and spheres as well as walls, 
floors, ramps and complex surfaces. These effects can be used 
to provide a haptic interface with realistic haptic sensation that 
closely simulates the forces found in upper extremity tasks 
[13]. 

An important goal for our utilization of the Haptic Master 
was to take advantage of its multi-planar, 3-dimensional 
workspace. To accomplish this goal and to accommodate 
patients with a variety of impairments it was necessary to 

Fig. 1.  a. Glove attached to the end effector of the Haptic Master. b. For 
more involved subjects, a commercial resting hand splint was attached to the 
end-effector of the Haptic Master via ball and socket joint.  
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design several modalities to interface the paretic upper 
extremity of our subjects with the Haptic Master robotic arm. 
Subjects with the highest levels of finger function simply 
grasp a stationary 1.5 inch diameter sphere connected to the 
Haptic Master.  For subjects with less strength and endurance, 
we designed a glove that secured the sphere at the end of the 
Haptic Master to the palm of the subject (Figure 1a). For 
subjects with wrist and finger dystonia, a ball and socket joint 
is attached to the palmar surface of a resting hand splint 
(Figure 1b). Both the glove and the ball and socket joint add 
additional degrees of freedom that are not measured by the 
Haptic Master. Moog produces a ring gimbal that can support 
the weight of the upper extremity and adds an additional 3 
degrees of freedom that was not utilized by the subjects 
described in this paper [14]. 

B. Simulation 1: Reach-Touch  
In the Reach-Touch simulation, the participant moves a 

virtual sphere in a 3 dimensional space in order to touch a 
series of ten haptically rendered targets (Fig. 2a). After 
reaching a target, the subject had to bring the cursor back to 
the starting position defined by a haptically rendered torus at 
the bottom of the screen. As soon as the cursor sphere is 
placed within the torus, the next target to be touched begins to 
flash. The goal of the task is to improve the speed and 
accuracy of a wide variety of shoulder and elbow movements 
within the context of aiming /reaching type movements 
performed in a functional workspace. The working space of 
the Haptic Master can be raised or lowered, by changing the 
relationship of the initial physical position of the Haptic 
Master to the center of the virtual workspace. This allows the 
system to easily accommodate a wide variety of subject 
heights and active ranges of motion. 

The visual interfaces used in all three simulations presented 

in this study were programmed in C++ using the Open GL 
library. We used stereoscopic glasses to enhance depth 
perception and present movement targets to the subjects in a 
3-dimensional stereo working space. CrystalEyes Stereoscopic 
glasses [25] were used to present the 3 dimensional visual 
environments. This process employs two graphic buffers, one 
for the left eye, another one for the right eye. CrystalEyes 
Stereoscopic glasses block one eye at a time with the same 
frequency as computer refresh rate. This synchronization 
allows the right eye to see the right graphic buffer, and the left 
eye to see the left graphic buffer, which provides a 3-
dimensional stereo effect.  

One of the goals of the Reach-Touch simulation is to 
increase the participant’s shoulder active range of motion. 
Three haptic effects have been developed for this simulation 
to accommodate patients with varying degrees of impairment. 
One assistance mode provides an adjustable haptic spring that 
draws the subject toward the target. The amount of assistive 
force (spring stiffness), starts at zero and gradually increases 
in 5 N/m increments every 10 milliseconds when the hand 
velocity or active force applied by the subject to the robot 
does not exceed predefined thresholds within 5 seconds after 
movement onset (Fig. 2b). Current values of active force and 
hand velocity are compared online with threshold values. If 
either is above the threshold, the spring stiffness starts to 
decrease in 5 N/m increments every 10 milliseconds. The 
range of the spring stiffness is from 0 to 10000 N/m. The 
velocity threshold is predefined according to the mean 
velocity of movement recorded from a group of neurologically 
healthy subjects and varies among the ten target spheres. 

A second haptic effect, an invisible virtual ramp was 
designed to allow subjects with force generation impairments 
to perform three dimensional reaching movements against 
gravity. The ramp runs through the starting position and the 
target. Friction between the ramp and cursor is negligible.  
Support from the ramp through the Haptic Master decreases a 
percentage of the force of gravity the participant needs to 
overcome, based on the angle formed by the ramp and the 
ground. As a result, the force necessary to move the upper 
extremity against gravity, toward the target is reduced. The 
ramp also decreases arm instability making this movement 
less tiring and frustrating for more impaired subjects. A third 
haptic effect, a range restriction, limits the participant’s ability 
to deviate from an ideal trajectory toward each target, thus 
shaping the trajectories. This effect was not utilized in this 
experiment but will be incorporated into future experiments. 
All of the haptic effects can be modified to provide less 
assistance as the participants improve. 

C. Simulation 2: Cup Placing 
The goal of the cup placing simulation is to improve active 

range of motion and reaching accuracy. The screen displays a 
three-dimensional room with haptically rendered shelves and 
table. The participant uses their virtual hand (hemiparetic side) 
to lift virtual cups and place them onto one of three spots on 
three shelves (Fig. 3a). Hand movement and viewpoint 

Fig. 2. a. Visual presentation of the Reach-Touch simulation. b. Velocity / 
Assistive Spring Force changes during one trial of Reach-Touch. Four
seconds after velocity toward the target approaches zero, the assistive force is 
initiated. The endpoint velocity toward the target then increases until the 
repetition is completed. c. Percentage improvment in kinematic measures 
following arm training using the Haptic Master during the three dimensional 
Reach-Touch simulation 
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movement within the virtual environment are synchronized to 
maintain a clear view of the virtual hand throughout the 
activity in order to maintain focus on the task and increase the 
sense of involvement in the activity. A small target that is a 
different color than the virtual hand denotes the area of the 
hand used to grasp the cup handle and a rectangular target 
indicates the correct placement of the cup on the shelf. The 
size of the targets can be modified as the subject improves. 

Dimensions of the cup placing task are calibrated to the 
subject’s active range of motion and can be modified to be 
consistent with individual therapeutic goals. Calibration 
measures a subject’s maximum reach 1) up and to the left, 2) 
up and to the right 3) down and to the left, and 4) down and to 
the right. The width of the shelves is 80% of the shortest 
excursion to the left or right that these movements elicited. 
The lowest and highest shelves are set at 80% of the lowest 
and highest excursions and the distance the shelves are set 
from the subject is 80% of the shortest horizontal excursion 
accomplished during the test. The calibration protocol itself 
can be used as an outcome measure.  

Haptic feedback is employed in this simulation. After the 
subject acclimates themselves to the virtual environment, 
collisions with the table, shelves and other cups provide for 
normal feedback and feed-forward processes thus assisting in 
shaping the subjects’ arm trajectories. The “weight“ of the 
haptic cups can be adjusted, which  allows for weighted 
strengthening activities for less impaired subjects as well as 
anti-gravity assisted movement for weaker subjects.  An 
optional damping effect can be applied by the Haptic Master, 
which stabilizes the subject’s movement trajectory in 3 
dimensions. The augmented force feedback provided by the 
damping effect reduces the need for the impaired user to grade 

forces as they must when the Haptic Master is moving freely. 
Again, these effects may be modified depending upon the 
subjects’ performance. The goal of the haptic effects 
described in this simulation is to allow the subject to train 
reaching movements with minimal external support or 
guidance by  manipulating spatial task parameters, force 
requirements, and utilizing haptically rendered obstacles (see 
Figure 3c and 3d). 

D. Performance Measurement: Reach Touch and Cup 
Placing  
The Reach-Touch and Cup Placing simulations can be used 

for performance testing. During testing, haptic assistance is 
disabled. In this study, subjects were given 10 seconds to 
reach each target or place each cup from the starting position. 
If the subject is not able to complete the reaching movement 
within the predefined time, the target disappears and the 
subject must go back to the starting position to initiate the 
next movement. Position, velocity and force data collected by 
the Haptic Master can be utilized to analyze changes in 
movement patterns as subjects participate in testing and 
training activities making separate kinematic measures 
superfluous.  

The following measurements track progress during the 
Reach-Touch and Cup Placing simulations. Duration is 
measured as the time that elapses during the touching of all 
ten spheres or the placing of all nine cups including the time 
necessary to return to the starting point between movements. 
Therefore, the measurement of duration for these activities, 
offers insight into the efficiency and accuracy of the subjects' 
arm movements. 

Smoothness of the trajectories is evaluated by integrating 
the third derivative of the trajectory length, calculated as:  

∫=
T

o

dtJ
L

TNIJ 2
2

5

2
,         (2) 

where T= duration, L = Length of trajectory, 3

3

dt
LdJ = , 

NIJ = normalized integrated jerk. 
This numerically describes the ability to produce smooth, 

coordinated, gross reaching movements without object 
manipulation versus disjointed collections of sub-movements 
[26], [27], [28]. Rohrer et al [29] cite this ability as an 
indicator of neurological recovery in persons with strokes.  

E. Simulation 3:  Bilateral Catching of Falling Objects 
The goals of the simulation “Catching Falling Objects” are 

to enhance active and passive range of motion as well as 
movement speed of the paretic upper extremity by utilizing a 
coupled movement guided by the less impaired arm. Virtual 
hands are presented in a mono view workspace. The 
movement is initiated by placing each virtual hand on a small 
circle. The object of the activity is to catch the target as 
quickly and as high on the screen as possible but the subject 
can catch the falling object at any point on the screen before it 

Fig. 3.  a. Visual presentation of the Cup Placing simulation. b. Percentage 
improvement in kinematic measures following arm training using the Haptic 
Master during the Cup Placing Simulation c. Depiction of a single subject 
training with and without haptic effects on Day one. Dashed line is training 
with no added damping or gravity assist. Thick line is training with damping 
and gravity assist. d. Same subject after eight days of training with haptic
assistance, performing cup placing with no damping or gravity assist. Note 
the up and over trajectory comparable to a real world placing task.  
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reaches the horizon. Subjects move in three dimensions but 
only horizontal and vertical plane movement affect cursor 
movement. This eliminates depth perception issues because 
the subjects are not required to orient the cursors in the 
transverse plane.This simulation utilizes an active bi-manual, 
symmetrical movement of the subject’s upper extremities by 
employing a master-slave relationship between the unimpaired 
and impaired arm, similar to the systems described by Fasoli 
[26] and Houtsma [30]. Our system differs in its ability to 
adaptively maximize active participation of the impaired arm. 
A Flock of Birds motion sensor [31] attached to the less 
impaired hand guides the robot which is attached to the 
participant’s impaired arm (Fig.4a). An initial symmetrical 
(relative to the patient’s midline) relationship between the 
motion sensor and the Haptic Master is established prior to the 
start of the game and maintained through out the game 
utilizing a virtual spring mechanism. At the highest levels of 
the virtual spring‘s stiffness, the Haptic Master guides the 
subject’s arm in a perfect 1:1 mirrored movement. As the 
trajectory of the subject’s hemiparetic arm deviates from a 
mirrored image of the trajectory of the sensor (held in the 
uninvolved hand) the assistive virtual spring is stretched 
exerting a force on the subject’s impaired arm. This force 
draws the arm back to the mirrored image of the trajectory of 
the uninvolved arm (Fig. 4b). If the subject successfully hits 
the falling object a predetermined number of repetitions in a 
row (three in this study) the spring stiffness diminishes. The 

subject then has to exert a greater force with their hemiplegic 
arm in order to maintain the symmetrical arm trajectory 
required for continuous success. If the subject can not touch 
the falling object appropriately by exerting the necessary 
force, the target is not successfully caught. After a 
predetermined number of consecutive misses (three in this 
study), the virtual spring stiffens again to assist the subject. In 
this way, the adaptive algorithm maximizes the active force 
generated by the impaired arm.  

F. Performance Measurement Falling Objects 
Integrated Active Force The simulation Catching Falling 

Objects utilizes a bilateral symmetrical movement to increase 
the active movement abilities of the hemiparetic arm. We 
quantified the active movement of the hemiparetic arm by 
measuring the forces exerted by the subject on the Haptic 
Master and computing: 

t

PPkF

t

F
IF

HMFB
tt

A

A Δ

−∗−
=

Δ
=
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,    (3) 

where IFA is Integrated Active Force, FA is force applied to 
the robot by the subject in the direction of the target, F is total 
force applied to the robot in the direction of the target, k is 
stiffness of the virtual spring that determines the force with 
which the robot assists the affected arm movement, PFB is 
position of the mirror image of the unaffected hand (see 
Simulation 3 above), and PHM is position of the affected hand. 

G. Feasibility Study:  Subjects and Training Protocol  
To test the feasibility of this system we tested four subjects 

with chronic hemiparesis secondary to post stroke. Subjects 
were selected for the study based on the ability to actively 
extend the wrist of the hemiparetic limb at least 20° and 
extend the metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints at least 10° 
which would fulfill or exceed the motor requirements 
necessary to participate in the lower functioning group of the 
EXCITE trial [32]. Subjects ranged from level 5 to level 7 on 
the Chedoke McMaster Stroke Arm Impairment Inventory, a 
seven point ordinal scale with one corresponding to no active 
or reflexive movement and seven corresponding to rapid 
isolated against gravity movement. The group ranged from 3 
to 6 on the Chedoke McMaster Stroke Hand Impairment 
Inventory which is scored similarly [33]. Two subjects 
demonstrated no upper extremity spasticity and the other two, 
mild to moderate spasticity as measured by a Physical 
Therapist using the Modified Ashworth Scale [34]. All 
patients were ambulatory without assistive devices and each 
had intact light touch on the dorsum of their impaired hand. 
None of the subjects demonstrated behaviors consistent with 
hemi-sensory inattention or neglect as observed by an 
experienced physical therapist but these constructs were not 
tested formally. All of the subjects reported normal or 
corrected normal visual acuity and no field cuts on their intake 
history. Table 1 shows clinical and demographic data for the 
subjects. Subjects 1 and 2 trained 3x / week for three weeks 
and two subjects (3 and 4) trained 4x / week for two weeks. 

Fig. 4.  a. Trajectories produced during five repetitions of Catching Falling 
Objects simulation demonstrated by a representative subject. The unimpaired 
arm position (left) was measured by an electromagnetic sensor. The impaired 
arm position (right) was measured by the Haptic Master. The goal is to touch 
the target object that falls along the arrow line simultaneously with two 
hands. Note similar but not identical trajectories and a lack of interaction 
between the two effectors. b. Relationship between differences in vertical 
position of motion sensor and Haptic Master endpoint. The Haptic Master’s 
assistive spring exerts greater forces on the hemiplegic arm as it lags further 
behind the unimpaired arm. c. Daily force production in the hemiparetic arm 
over the course of the training (increased active force indicates less 
assistance by the robotic arm). d. Active force exerted by hemiplegic upper 
extremity of four subjects during a bilateral simulated activity before and 
after 8 days of training.  
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Subjects were seated perpendicular to the Haptic Master with 
the robot in its neutral position and the interface knob 5 inches 
from the midpoint of their clavicle. Combinations of shoulder 
flexion, elbow extension, and horizontal adduction and 
abduction motions were trained. They performed 100 
repetitions of the Reach-Touch simulation, 99 repetitions of 
the Cup Placing simulation and fifty repetitions of the Falling 
Object simulation. This training took about ninety minutes to 
one hundred and five minutes at the beginning of the training 
period but as the subjects improved they were able to 
complete the same number of repetitions in seventy-five 
minutes. No adverse events or reactions occurred and there 
were no complaints consistent with cybersickness, such as 
dizziness, nausea or disorientation [35], despite the fact that 
one of the activities (Reach-Touch) used partially immersive 
graphics. 

III. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
During the testing activities, kinematic and force data were 

collected using unassisted conditions for the unimanual 
simulations (See Table 2). For the bilateral simulation, testing 
was performed in the presence of the assistive algorithm, and 
the amount of active force applied by the subject in the 
direction of the target was used as a test. These data as well as 
pre and post-test results for the Wolf Motor Function Test of 
Upper Extremity Function were analyzed to compare the 
results of robotically collected kinematic and performance 
data and behavioral tests of upper extremity function (See 
Table 3). Our small sample size and lack of control did not 
allow for testing to establish the efficacy of our system.  

Figure 2c shows the percent change in the duration, and the 
smoothness of the trajectory used in the Reach-Touch 
simulation.  All four subjects showed decreases in duration of 
the movement (31%, 35%, 44% and 35%), while three of the 
four subjects, demonstrated improvement in the smoothness of 
the trajectory by 66%, 50% and 63%. 

Figure 3b shows the percent changes for the same three 
measures for the Cup Placing simulation for each of the four 
subjects. All the subjects showed a decrease in the time 
needed to complete the task; the percent change in duration 
was 57%, 49%, 36%, and 26%. The improvement in the 
smoothness of the trajectories in all four subjects (91%, 84%, 
32%, and 72%) suggests more neurologically integrated 
movements [28]. Figure 3 (c, d) shows the hand trajectories 
generated by a representative subject in the Placing Cup 
activity pre and post training. In this simulation, the shelf and 
the table are haptically rendered as solid objects, so that the 
moving cup cannot cross their surface.  Figure c depicts a side 
view of a trajectory generated on Day 1 of training, without 
haptic assistance, and another trajectory generated with 
additional damping and partial antigravity support. At the 
beginning of the training the subject needed the addition of 
the haptic effects to stabilize the movement and to provide 
enough arm support for reaching the virtual shelf. Because the 
shelf is haptically rendered it assists the subject to produce a 
trajectory that accommodates the spatial aspects of the placing 
movement (see thick line near the shelf). However, Figure 3d 
shows that after two weeks of training this subject 
demonstrated a more normalized trajectory and could 
accommodate the placing movement to the shelf, even without 
haptic assistance. 

During the bilateral activity catching falling objects, robotic 
assistance decreases as a participant’s performance improves. 
Fig. 4b depicts the relationship between differences in the 
position of the motion sensor and the Haptic Master endpoint, 
and the assistive force. The Haptic Master’s assistive spring 
exerts greater forces on the hemiparetic arm as its trajectory 
deviates further from that of the mirror image of the 
unimpaired arm. The daily changes in active force are shown 
in Fig. 4c for subject S2. The amount of force that this subject 
was able to produce in her hemiparetic arm increased from a 

TABLE I 
FEASIBILITY STUDY SUBJECTS 

Subject Age Years Post 
CVA HUE DUE CA CH SEA EFA 

S1 44 8 R R 5 3 1/4 2/4 
S2 72 4 R R 6 6 0/4 0/4 
S3 44 1 R R 6 4 1+/4 1/4 
S4 54 2 L R 7 4 0/4 0/4 
HUE = Hemiplegic UE, DUE = Dominant UE, CA = Chedoke Arm, CH = 

Chedoke Hand,  SEA = Shoulder Extensor Ashworth, EFA = Elbow Flexor 
Ashworth 

TABLE II 
ROBOTICALLY COLLECTED PERFORMANCE DATA 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Group Mean (SD) Simulation   
  

Measurement 
 Pre Post % Pre Post % Pre Post % Pre Post % Pre Test Post Test % 

Duration (s) 3.70 2.56 31 4.82 3.15 35 2.77 1.56 44 2.43 1.59 35 3.43 
(1.07) 

2.22 
(0.78) 

36.2 
(5.5) Reach & 

Touch 
  Smoothness 1020 349 66 1295 646 50 321 312 3 212 79 63 712 

(528) 
346 

(233) 
45.5 

(29.17)

Duration (s) 16.06 6.93 57 10.40 5.28 49 3.85 2.48 36 3.94 2.91 26 8.56 
(5.86) 

4.40 
(2.09) 

41.95 
(13.73)Cup 

Placing 
  Smoothness 79911 7493 91 8322 1313 84 669 455 32 1458 401 72 22590 

(38368) 
2415 

(3411) 
69.83 
26.32 

Catching 
 Falling  
Objects 

Active 
Force (N) 2.5 4.6 83 7.9 15.4 95 3.4 4.0 17 4.5 5.5 22 4.6 

(2.4) 
7.4 

(5.4) 
54.7 

(40.43)
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mean of 7.9 N during the first two days of training to 15.4 N 
during the last day of training. As the training progressed, all 
four subjects increased the amount of active force exerted by 
their hemiparetic arm between 17% and 83%. Figure 3d 
shows the total active force exerted by the hemiparetic arm for 
each of the four subjects during this bilateral activity before 
and after 8 training sessions. 

Real-world upper extremity function was measured using 
the 15 timed items from the Wolf Motor Function Test 
(WMFT), an outcome measure utilized in the EXCITE trial, 
one of the largest trials of upper extremity rehabilitation in the 
stroke literature [32].  This group of tests consists of simple 
movements and standardized functional activities which are 
timed. Each activity has a 120 second time limit and subjects 
that are unable to complete an item were given a score of 120. 
The WMFT also contains two strength measurements which 
we did not collect. Results from the WMFT are summarized in 
Table III.  Subjects’ pretest scores ranged from 54.4 seconds 
(s) to 179.6 s (Mean (SD) = 111.8 (60.9)). Post-test scores 
ranged from 50.5 s to 187 s (Mean (SD) = 96.2 (63.2)).  Pre to 
post-test percentage change ranged from -4% to 40% (Mean 
(SD) = 13.7 (19)). Two subjects improved their aggregate 
time to complete all 15 timed items by more than 10%. 

IV. DISCUSSION 
The three simulations described in this paper were 

developed to provide multiplanar unimanual and bimanual 
activities for stroke rehabilitation and to utilize the haptic 
effects and adaptive algorithms afforded by the robot to 
intensify motor skills practice. To date, the iterations of this 
system and simulations have evolved into unique training 
modalities that can safely accommodate and challenge 
subjects with a range of impairments. All of the pilot subjects 
were able to perform training that combined single arm 

reaching and bimanual activities, even if they had difficulty 
with these types of activity in real world environments. The 
combination of assistance modes, scalable workspaces and 
hand-robot interfaces, allowed our subjects to train multiple 
joints in three dimensions without extensive support of their 
upper extremity. 

One of the dilemmas in robot-assisted rehabilitation is to 
indentify an optimal combination of two approaches to 
facilitation of motor skill recovery. The first approach uses the 
robot as a “teacher” with the objective to teach the patient, for 
the given motor goal, an optimal hand trajectory and/or 
pattern of inter-joint coordination. The second approach uses 
the robot as an “enabler” that provides the minimal assistance 
needed for the patient to accomplish the motor task. In the 
first case, the robot usually guides the subject along the 
desired endpoint trajectory or restricts the subject’s movement 
away from this trajectory. Two methods of implementing this 
second strategy include, the" bead" approach which is based 
on minimum jerk trajectory control [15], [16], as well as the 
use of a haptically rendered channel, described by Krebs et al. 
[7]. Both of these approaches limit deviation from 
predetermined trajectories and utilize extensive external 
support of the arm. The optimal amount of this type of 
guidance for maximizing recovery facilitation is not known. 
An important challenge when using this approach is to avoid 
making the patient’s experience primarily passive, which 
would decrease the therapeutic effect [36]. One solution 
would be to reduce the stiffness of the controller to allow for 
larger deviations from the desired trajectory. The admittance-
based controller of our robot allows for generation of high 
forces to create stiff virtual surfaces that can either guide or 
restrict hand motion in 3D space. This feature can be used to 
restrict subject’s movement to a vicinity of a target trajectory, 
for example, by creating a virtual “tube” centered on the 
planned trajectory (not analyzed in this study). Another 

TABLE III 
WOLF MOTOR FUNCTION ITEM TIMES 

Subject S1 S2 S3 S4 
  Pre Post % Pre Post % Pre Post % Pre Post % 

Forearm to table side 0.97 0.99 -2 0.98 0.83 15 0.69 0.5 28 0.7 0.47 33 

Forearm to box 1.31 1.01 23 1.03 0.91 12 0.79 0.5 37 0.89 0.5 44 

Extend elbow side 0.5 0.64 -28 0.68 0.7 -3 0.51 0.57 -12 0.85 0.49 42 
Extend elbow side 
weight 0.65 0.47 28 0.58 0.42 28 0.29 0.19 34 0.87 0.29 67 

Hand to table front 0.34 0.34 0 0.56 0.57 -2 0.67 0.32 52 0.78 0.69 12 

Hand to box front 0.39 0.86 -121 0.87 0.29 67 0.67 0.37 45 0.92 0.81 12 

Reach and retrieve 3.19 2.37 26 5.13 2.35 54 1.13 1.2 -6 1.24 1.03 17 

Lift can 4.44 3.67 17 5.27 4.07 23 1.72 1.6 7 2.56 2 22 

Lift pencil 3.53 2.56 27 2.16 2.96 -37 2.98 2.65 11 2.79 2.18 22 

Lift paper clip 5.5 2.98 46 2.57 1.9 26 2.89 2.75 5 3.66 1.69 54 

Stack checkers 9 120 -1233 86.86 45 48 18.52 7.08 62 7.49 9.25 -23 

Flip cards 18.17 23.64 -30 10.97 8.08 26 10.48 12.81 -22 8.09 10.3 -27 

Turn key 6.09 6.7 -10 3.41 3.69 -8 4.7 4.59 2 4.9 5.16 -5 

Fold towel 120 17.34 86 21.28 13.16 38 18.59 20.94 -13 15.6 12.53 20 

Lift basket 5.53 4.38 21 4.08 3.03 26 2.22 2.41 -9 3.05 3.12 -2 

Sum times 179.6 187.95 -5 146.43 87.96 40 66.85 58.48 13 54.39 50.51 7 
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possible strategy would be to amplify subject’s deviations 
form the desired trajectory in order to augment the error 
detection abilities of participants or exploit after effects [37]. 

An additional approach would be to use haptic virtual 
environments to shape the hand trajectories more indirectly. 
The ability of the admittance controlled robot to generate 
precise haptic effects allows the creation of high-fidelity 
virtual objects, for example, the haptic shelves utilized in the 
cup placing simulation, and the ramp utilized in the reach-
touch simulation. This offers a physical method of shaping 3D 
trajectories of the arm, important for transfer to real world 
transport/reaching activities. Providing a haptically rendered 
environment forces the participant to form an internal model 
of the virtual environment and adapt their own self generated 
motor programs to fit this internalized model [38]. The ability 
to generate, implement and fine tune motor programs within 
physical task constraints is an important skill set critical to 
independent function. 

Another important aspect of human-robot interaction during 
rehabilitative training would be the goal of minimizing the 
robotic assistance and to provide it only “as needed” [39]. In 
our approach the subject moves with limited external support 
and generates trajectories independently, with the objective to 
avoid the typically occurring human “slacking” associated 
with extensive external assistance [40]. Variable stiffness 
springs can be utilized to maintain an acceptable rate of 
progress toward movement objectives, in combination with 
other haptic effects such as antigravity assistance, stabilizing 
damping or haptically rendered obstacles, as illustrated in 
figure 3c, that can be employed at the discretion of a therapist 
to train optimal trajectories. Minimizing external assistance to 
the smallest degree required for task completion during 
practice and adaptively increasing the difficulty level of the 
practiced tasks are consistent with the theories of motor 
learning applied to stroke rehabilitation [41]. 

Both of these overall approaches – “robot teaching a 
trajectory” and “robot enabling the movement through 
minimal assistance” - are not mutually exclusive. Further 
studies are needed to find out how these two approaches can 
be combined during training to optimize transfer of the 
acquired skills to the activities of daily living. The flexibility 
afforded by the Haptic Master could provide an opportunity to 
compare these approaches. 

No claims for causation can be made at this stage of our 
inquiry but each of our pilot subjects experienced 
improvements in kinematic measures during their robotic 
training activities. One of our subjects made substantial 
improvement on the WMFT and the other three demonstrated 
smaller or no improvement. Subject S1, who demonstrated the 
highest level of spasticity in this study, experienced a weather-
related increase in spasticity during the final three days of our 
study. This may partially explain his decrement in WMFT 
score (5% decrease). Subject S2 made substantial 
improvements on the WMFT (40%). Subjects S3 and S4 made 
smaller changes (13% and 7% respectively). These two 
subjects were less impaired than S2 with their scores 

approaching normal function on many items thus indicating a 
possible ceiling effect on potential improvements when 
measured by the WMFT. This finding indicates that future 
studies should consider additional clinical tests that may be 
more sensitive to changes in upper arm movements. There 
were no significant relationships between kinematic and 
clinical testing data, however ongoing studies with an 
expanded and more sensitive clinical testing battery and a 
larger subject pool, with a wider range of impairments may 
elucidate this relationship. 

Two of the three simulations discussed in this paper feature 
adaptive algorithms that modify activities based on success 
rates. This allows for training paradigms that continually and 
interactively move the motor outcome closer and closer to the 
targeted skill. In our previous study of virtual reality-based 
hand rehabilitation after stroke, these adaptive algorithms 
were designed to maintain a success rate of about 80% [42], 
[43], [44]. Other authors have utilized assistance algorithms to 
adjust robotic assistance in order to maintain predetermined 
performance levels [38], [45].These algorithms were designed 
to balance the goals of maximizing the subject’s effort to 
facilitate recovery, and minimizing the level of subject’s 
frustration with the activity. A similar approach was utilized 
in this study, but optimal success rates for stroke rehabilitation 
activities have not been definitively established.  

Evidence strongly emphasizes that learning of a new motor 
skill is essential for inducing functional plasticity [46] 
therefore; it appears that the dynamic and adaptive 
development and formation of new motor skills, critical 
variables necessary to promote motor changes and neural 
plasticity can be accomplished with these systems. A major 
limitation of this system is that it does not incorporate hand 
activities. The simulations on this paper were designed to train 
only the arm. We are currently designing simulations to 
provide for simultaneous arm and hand training in virtual 
environments [19]. This is being accomplished by using the 
Haptic Master, its 3 DOF gimbal, an instrumented glove and a 
force reflecting hand exoskeleton that will allow for 
robotically facilitated combinations of shoulder, elbow, wrist 
and individual finger movement.  
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